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Abstract Star cameras (SCs) on board the GRACE satel-
lites provide information about the attitudes of the space-
crafts. This information is needed to reduce the K-band rang-
ing data to the centre of mass of the satellites. In this paper, we
analyse GRACE SC errors using two months of real data of
the primary and secondary SCs. We show that the errors con-
sist of a harmonic component, which is highly correlated with
the satellite’s true anomaly, and a stochastic component. We
built models of both error components, and use these models
for error propagation studies. Firstly, we analyse the propa-
gation of SC errors into inter-satellite accelerations. A spec-
tral analysis reveals that the stochastic component exceeds
the harmonic component, except in the 3–10 mHz frequency
band. In this band, which contains most of the geophysi-
cally relevant signal, the harmonic error component is larger
than the random component. Secondly, we propagate SC
errors into optimally filtered monthly mass anomaly maps
and compare them with the total error. We found that SC
errors account for about 18 % of the total error. Moreover,
gaps in the SC data series amplify the effect of SC errors by
a factor of 5. Finally, an analysis of inter-satellite pointing
angles for GRACE data between 2003 and 2010 reveals that
inter-satellite ranging errors were exceptionally large dur-
ing the period February 2003 till May 2003. During these
months, SC noise is amplified by a factor of 3 and is a con-
siderable source of errors in monthly GRACE mass anomaly
maps. In the context of future satellite gravity missions, the
noise models developed in this paper may be valuable for
mission performance studies.
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1 Introduction
The Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE)
satellites (Tapley et al. 2004) were launched in 2002 with the
aim to measure the static and time-variable gravity field of
the Earth. The GRACE mission consists of two satellites, fol-
lowing each other in a low-earth orbit separated by a distance
of about 200 km. The attitudes of the GRACE satellites are
determined by two star cameras (SCs) on board each satel-
lite. Errors in the SC measurements result in an inaccurate
determination of the satellites’ attitudes, which ultimately
propagate into errors in monthly mass anomaly maps.
Simulation studies (Kim 2000) done prior to the launch of
the GRACE satellites predicted a noise level, which has not
yet been matched by real data (Schmidt et al. 2008). This dis-
crepancy highlights the need to fully understand the overall
error budget. This is a goal on its own but may also be relevant
for future mission performance analysis depending on the
overall mission concept. In a recent study, Ditmar et al. (2012)
explain the major contributions to the GRACE noise budget
in different spectral bands. They show that low-frequency
noise (<1 mHz) is caused by the limited accuracy of the
computed GRACE orbits, while the K-band ranging (KBR)
sensor is the major contributor to noise at frequencies above
9 mHz. Noise in the frequency band between 1 to 9 mHz
(5.4–49 cycles per revolution, cpr) is less well understood.
Although there is no one-to-one correspondence between fre-
quencies in the KBR data and spherical harmonic degrees, it
is very likely that relevant geophysical signal largely maps
into this frequency range.
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The fundamental observable of GRACE is the range
between the satellites, which is measured by the KBR system.
Since the launch of GRACE, advances in ranging technology
allow the use of laser interferometers in satellites (Dehne et al.
2009). For instance, the GRACE follow-on (GRACE-FO)
mission is scheduled to be launched in August 2017 (Sheard
et al. 2012). This mission will carry both KBR and laser inter-
ferometric ranging instruments, the latter as a technological
showcase. It is foreseen that laser interferometers will be
able to improve the ranging accuracy by up to three orders
of magnitude (Dehne et al. 2009; Bender et al. 2003). How-
ever, improvements brought by laser interferometry alone
do not guarantee similar improvements in monthly gravity
anomaly maps. Fully exploiting the new ranging technol-
ogy requires all other relevant error sources to be controlled.
Before GRACE’s launch, pre-mission simulation studies had
to rely on assumptions about error sources. At this point, real
data of the GRACE mission can be used to understand the
complete error budget. This knowledge may be important for
the simulation and design of future GRACE-type missions.
Errors in attitude determination may propagate into
GRACE-based gravity models either by causing errors in
the orientation of the measured non-gravitational accelera-
tion vector or by causing ranging errors.
In the context of the gravity field and steady-state ocean
circulation explorer (GOCE) mission (Drinkwater et al.
2007), errors in satellite attitude are well understood. Pail
(2005) documents a simulation study on attitude errors. He
considers various scenarios of errors in the attitude prod-
uct, and their impact on GOCE gravity gradients is shown.
Frommknecht et al. (2011) provide details about the atti-
tude reconstruction step of the GOCE data processing. They
used the so-called hybridization approach to merge informa-
tion provided by the gradiometer and the star tracker instru-
ments using a Kalman filter. Building on this, Stummer et al.
(2012) document improvements to the attitude reconstruc-
tion method, where a new FIR filter approach replaces the
Kalman filter. All these publications rely on a priori knowl-
edge of the errors in the SC instruments aboard GOCE. An
exception is Stummer et al. (2011), where an estimate of real
errors in SC instruments is shown.
Regarding the GRACE mission, the impact of errors in
the satellite attitudes has not yet been fully addressed. Inter-
satellite accelerations (ISAs) reflecting gravity field varia-
tions need to be corrected for non-gravitational accelera-
tions. The latter are measured by accelerometers on board
the GRACE satellites. The measurements refer to the sci-
ence reference frame (SRF) (Case et al. 2010), and need to
be rotated to the inertial reference frame (IRF) in which the
ISAs are expressed. Attitude errors cause small deviations in
the orientation of the non-gravitational acceleration vector
in inertial space, which ultimately show up as errors in the
ISAs.
Observed inter-satellite ranges refer to the antenna phase
centres, but need to be reduced to the centre of mass (CoM)
of each GRACE satellite. The corresponding correction is
referred to as the antenna phase centre correction (APC).
This type of correction is applied to both the GPS and KBR
measurements. The APC is computed as the projection of
the estimated antenna phase centre vector along the direction
defined by the two CoM of the satellites. This computation
requires the antenna phase centre vector to be rotated from
the SRF to the IRF. Inaccuracies in the satellite attitudes
introduce errors in reduced GPS and KBR measurements.
In this paper, we focus only on the APC errors in the KBR
ranging data.
The KBR ranging data and the corresponding APC are
publicly available as the KBR1B product, which is part of
the set of GRACE Level-1B (L1B) products (Case et al.
2010). Other relevant products are the KBR antenna phase
centre vector product (VKB1B) and the orientation of each
SC head with respect to the SRF (QSA1B). Horwath et al.
(2011) identified biases in the pitch and yaw angles of L1B
attitude data, which introduce errors in the APC. Horwath
et al. also showed improvements in gravity field solutions
when removing them. Bandikova et al. (2012) conducted a
study on the inter-satellite pointing angles and found sys-
tematic effects with the potential to affect GRACE gravity
field solutions. In 2012, a new release (RL02) of L1B data
has been made available. Following up on the improvements
proposed by Horwath et al., the new RL02 version bene-
fits from a recalibration of the QSA1B and VKB1B prod-
ucts (Kruizinga et al. 2010). These results strongly support
the hypothesis that errors in APC of KBR data may play
a role in GRACE final products and motivate the need to
better understand their propagation into gravity field solu-
tions.
There are two main objectives of this study. The first objec-
tive is to estimate and model actual errors in GRACE SC data.
Errors in SC data are obtained by exploiting the existing SC
redundancy on board the GRACE satellites. SC data are part
of the GRACE Level-1A (L1A) data products (Case et al.
2010). Using L1A SC data, we build models that describe
errors along individual axes of GRACE SCs. These mod-
els allow us to propagate realistic SC errors into gravity field
models and may be used to simulate SC errors under different
scenarios.
The second objective is to assess the impact of estimated
attitude errors on GRACE monthly gravity anomaly maps.
Realizations of SC attitude errors are first propagated into
KBR errors and then into ISA (Liu et al. 2010). From ISA,
monthly mass anomaly maps are estimated using the proce-
dure of Liu et al. (2010). The effect of attitude noise on the
monthly mass anomaly maps is assessed by comparing them
with monthly mass anomaly maps obtained in the presence
of synthetic SC noise.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we
provide background information about SCs and their config-
uration in GRACE satellites. In Sect. 3, we analyse real L1A
SC data and quantify noise in individual SC axes. The noise
realizations are then used in Sect. 4 to build models of atti-
tude noise. In Sect. 5, we discuss the propagation of attitude
errors into GRACE inter-satellite ranging data. In Sect. 6, we
show the propagation of the SC error models into the satellite
attitudes, ISA and monthly gravity field solutions. In Sect. 7,
we provide a brief summary of the main findings of the study.
Finally, in Sect. 8, we discuss the results obtained and discuss
potential applications to future satellite gravimetry missions.
2 Star cameras
A SC is an instrument comprising a digital camera, a micro-
processor, software, and a star catalogue (Liebe 2002). The
star catalogue contains information about the position of the
stars in the celestial sphere. The SC views a small portion of
the sky and pinpoints the brightest stars in its field of view.
The pattern formed by the brightest stars is compared with the
internal star catalogue allowing the instrument to recognize
the stars in the field of view. The SC instrument uses advanced
algorithms to compute the (sub-)pixel coordinates of the cen-
tres of the stars in the field of view. Knowing the location of
the brightest stars in the camera’s internal reference frame,
the attitude of the SC instrument and consecutively that of
the spacecraft can be determined.
The origin of the SC internal reference frame is the cen-
tre of the optical system’s field of view. Its orientation is
defined with a boresight axis (typically the z-axis) crossing
the centre of the field of view and pointing perpendicular to
it. The x- and y-axes are coplanar to the field of view and are
typically named cross-boresight axes. The rotation between
this reference frame and the SRF is obtained through cali-
bration procedures, and is provided as the quaternion product
QSA1B (Case et al. 2010).
The distinction between boresight and cross-boresight
is motivated by the fact that SCs do not deliver isotropic
accuracy on the rotation about all three axes (Liebe 2002).
Typically, SCs are more sensitive to rotations about the
cross-boresight axes than about the boresight axis. Rotations
around the cross-boresight axes are seen by the optical sys-
tem as a translation of all the stars in the field of view. The
displacement of the star centroids is uniform across the whole
image. On the other hand, rotations around the boresight axis
result in rotations of the stars around the centre of the field of
view. Stars close to the centre show much smaller displace-
ments than those at the edge. As a result, the ratio between
the accuracy of the cross-boresight and the boresight axes of
typical SCs is somewhere between 6 and 20 (Liebe 2002).
For GRACE SCs, the accuracy of rotations about the cross-
Fig. 1 Primary SC (P), secondary SC (S) and science (C) reference
frames. Blue represents x-, green represents y- and red is the boresight
axis represented by the letter z. Both SCs are assembled at ±135◦ rota-
tion angle about the x-axis in the science reference frame (SRF)
boresight axes is better than that of rotations about the bore-
sight axis by a factor of 8 (Wu et al. 2006, [Appendix J]).
It is common practice that satellites use two (or more) SCs,
looking at different parts of the sky. This has two advantages;
first of all, combining data of several SCs improves the accu-
racy of attitude information, in particular if the configuration
has been properly designed to reduce the anisotropic sen-
sitivity of each camera. Secondly, several cameras provide
redundancy; should one of the sensors fail or look towards
the Sun or the Moon, the others are still available to provide
attitude information.
The GRACE satellites are equipped with two SCs each,
which provide attitude information with 1 s sampling. They
are referred to as primary and secondary SC, respectively.
Figure 1 depicts the relative orientation between each of the
SC’s reference frame and the SRF.
3 Attitude errors
In this section, we provide the basic formalism of rotations
and show how we exploit the data of the two independent SCs
to quantify attitude errors. The presence of two SCs on board
each GRACE satellite provides redundant measurements of
the satellites’ attitude. The difference between the SC mea-
surements reflects the level of noise in the instruments. We
will define the SC measurement errors as small-angle rota-
tions. Then we show how noise in individual SC data prop-
agates into the difference between primary and secondary
SCs. This formalism allows us to estimate errors along indi-
vidual SC axes based on the observed differences between
SC measurements.
The relative orientation of two arbitrary reference frames
can be modelled in different ways, using either direction
cosine matrices (DCMs), quaternions or angle-axis vectors.
In Aerospace Engineering, it is frequently needed to define
rotations between the reference frame of a vehicle and some
external reference frame. The most intuitive way to describe
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the rotation is to use Cardan angles: roll (α), describing the
rotation around the x-axis, which in this paper is the along-
track direction; yaw (γ ) around the z-axis which is normally
perpendicular (either up or down) to the horizontal plane of
the vehicle, and pitch (β) around the y-axis, which is cho-
sen to complete the right-handed system. These angles are
most commonly used since they correspond to the types of
rotations used to manoeuvre aircraft and spacecraft. This set
of three rotations can be used to define the orientation of the
spacecraft relative to some reference frame.
Each SC on board the GRACE satellites provides attitude
information relative to the IRF. In the following, superscript
C refers to the science reference frame (SRF), common to all
star cameras, Si to the i-th star camera reference frame, and
I to the IRF. To the unacquainted reader, a short introduc-
tion to rotations is provided in Appendix A. Several specific
references on the topic can be found, e.g. Jekeli (2001).
Let RSiI be the DCM, which transforms vectors from the
IRF to the i-th SC frame. Each SC measures this rotation
with a small error εψ,i .




]T is the vector representing the
errors in the roll (εα,i ), pitch (εβ,i ) and yaw (εγ,i ) angles in the
measured rotation and where i can be P or S denoting the
primary or secondary star camera, respectively. R(εψ,i ) is
the direction cosine matrix defined by the vector εψ,i , cf.,
Appendix A. The tilde denotes a measured quantity. The
small-angle errors εψ,i in the SC frame are assumed to be
stationary and well described by a Gaussian distribution.
The relative orientation of each SC with respect to the SRF
is known (QSA1B product) and the I → C rotation can be
written as
R˜CI,i = RCSi R(εψ,i )RSiI . (2)
Both SCs measure the same rotation RCI and their differences
expose the level of noise in the attitude determination system.
Equation (2) allows us to describe the differential rotation as
a function of the errors εψ,i and εψ, j in the i-th and j-th SCs.
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= I − Ci j
= R(εCψ,i j ) (5)
where,
εCψ,i j ≡ εCψ,i − εCψ, j .
For each GRACE satellite, equipped with primary and sec-
ondary SCs, the differential rotation between individual SC




)−1 ≈ R(εCψ). (6)
In Eq. (6), the rotation I → C as measured by the primary
SC is applied after the inverse rotation as measured by the
secondary SC. If both SC measurements are error free, this
operation would result in the identity matrix. In reality, this
operation yields a small-angle rotation R(εCψ), which is
caused by the measurement errors in the SCs. Equation (6)
shows that the measurement error εCψ , in terms of roll,
pitch and yaw angles, can be computed directly from the
SC data.
Because of the anisotropy of the SC instruments it is
important to understand how errors in each SC axis propagate
into εCψ , specifically in terms of their cross- and boresight
axes. Equation (5) shows that attitude errors εCψ in the C-
frame equal the difference between errors in the individual
SCs rotated to the C-frame. Using the approximate rotation
matrix from each SC frame to the SRF (see Fig. 1), we readily
obtain
εCψ = Rx (−135◦)εψ,P − Rx (135◦)εψ,S . (7)
Notice that Eq. (7) is only valid when assuming that SC
errors are small, i.e. in the range where sin θ can be
approximated by θ and cos θ by 1. The following equal-
ities hold: cos(±135◦) = − 1√
2
, sin(±135◦) = ± 1√
2
,
and Eq. (7) can be expanded into component-wise nota-
tion:
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The right-hand side can be simplified by adding and subtract-


























Notice that the errors εα,i , εβ,i correspond to the cross-
boresight axes, while εγ,i corresponds to the boresight axis
of a SC. Boresight errors are expected to be a factor 8 larger
than cross-boresight errors. Based on Eq. (9), we derive
expressions for the attitude errors of each SC, where we



































Under the assumption of independent and identically dis-
tributed errors in primary and secondary SC data, Eq. (10)
allows us to relate differences between SC measurements
with errors along the boresight axis of each SC (εγ,P and
εγ,S) and along a combination of one cross-boresight axis
(the x-axes) of each SC. It can also be seen that the cross-
boresight axes errors εβ,i (the y-axes) are not estimated. In
the following, we refer to the left-hand side as SC error and
to the right-hand side as SC error estimates.
We analyse two months of L1A SC data: 2006/02 and
2006/05 and compute the SC error estimates. The statistics
are shown in Table 1, columns “Obs”. Notice that the mean
SC error differs significantly from zero. Furthermore, the
mean is not time stationary and may change from month to
month.
In Table 1, we assume a similar error level for both SCs,
such that σεα = 1√2σεα,P−εα,S . From this table, we see that
the standard deviation of the first component of the SC error
estimates (εα) is around 23 µrad. This value is at the edge of
the single axis accuracy which is expected to be better than
24 µrad (Davis et al. 1999). The primary SC boresight axes
error estimates have a standard deviation of 230–290 µrad.
For both satellites, this value is seen to change from one
month to another by up to 25 µrad. The secondary SC bore-
sight axes error estimates have a standard deviation of about
160–170 µrad. They are therefore more accurate than the
primary SC boresight axes. For both satellites, this value
changes from 1 month to another by up to 3 µrad.
If we consider the secondary SC boresight axes, the ratio
between cross- and boresight axes accuracy is close to the
expected value of 8. If we consider instead the primary SC
boresight axes, then this ratio is higher than expected, with a
value between 9 and 13.
A comparison of GRACE-A with GRACE-B reveals that
the noise standard deviation is similar, except for the primary
SC boresight axis, where GRACE-A shows higher standard
deviations by up to 59 µrad.
4 Modelling SC errors
In this section, we exploit Eq. (10) to build a model of
SC errors based on L1A SC data for the months 2006/02
Table 1 Statistics of SC error estimates, fitted harmonic model and stochastic model in µrad
µrad GRACE-A GRACE-B
Obs. Harm. Stoc. Obs. Harm. Stoc.
Mean Std Std Std Mean Std Std Std
2006/02
εα 27 23 18 13 2 24 19 14
εγ,P 97 263 198 158 −172 254 209 131
εγ,S −168 162 124 98 264 170 130 103
2006/05
εα −10 22 16 14 −16 25 18 16
εγ,P −66 288 214 164 245 229 163 143
εγ,S 117 165 110 113 −234 167 122 101
The mean value of the SC error estimates is attributed to the harmonic model. The stochastic model has zero mean. εα represent SC errors along the
roll axis, assuming both SCs have the same level of noise along this axis. εγ,P and εγ,P represent SC errors along the boresight axis of the primary
and secondary SCs, respectively
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and 2006/05. It can be used to cover the existing data
gaps. It can also be used to study the impact of SC
errors on gravity field solutions, in months during which
we have no SC data. Such model could also be used
to investigate alternative configurations of the SC assem-
bly.
Plotting and inspecting SC error estimates in the time
domain reveal a cyclic pattern with a period matching the
orbital revolution period of the GRACE satellites. This sug-
gests that SC error estimates in the time domain can be bet-
ter visualized when individual orbital revolutions are plotted
side by side against the satellite’s true anomaly, an approach
first proposed by Bandikova et al. (2012).
Plotting the data in this manner reveals a dependency
between the SC error estimates and the satellite’s true anom-
aly. This is seen in Fig. 2 as a checkerboard pattern in the top
plot and as a series of stripes in the two bottom plots. The SC
error estimates can only be computed when measurements
exist for both SCs. This explains the large amount of gaps
in the SC error estimates. The black regions in Fig. 2 corre-
spond to the periods of missing data in one of the SCs. They
are caused by periods during which at least one of the star
cameras is blinded by the Sun or the Moon shining in its field
of view, either directly or through reflections in the optical
camera baffle.
In Fig. 3, the square root of the periodogram estimate of
the power spectral density (PSD 12 ) of one component of the
SC error estimates is shown. The PSD
1
2 reveals a set of very
sharp, energetic frequencies closely related to multiples of
the satellite’s orbital period. These spectral peaks have also
been observed in the SCs onboard GOCE (Stummer et al.
2011). These peaks are observed in both satellites and in all
three components of the SC error estimates. They contain
between 50–70 % of the total energy.
Furthermore, the error pattern observed in Fig. 2 changes
over time. A comparison of the error pattern during the
first few and last few orbital revolutions shows slight dif-
ferences in the error pattern. SC errors depend, among oth-
ers, on the number and brightness of the stars in the field
of view. For a given satellite anomaly, a similar pattern
of stars is seen in consecutive satellite revolutions. This
would explain the strong dependency of the errors with
the orbital revolution frequency. Furthermore, the preces-
sion of the satellite’s orbit causes a slow change in the pat-
tern of stars. This could, in turn, explain the slow change
observed in the error pattern depicted in the plots. Another
plausible explanation would be that thermal distortion of
the SC assembly would cause measurable displacement of
the SC heads. In any case, this error pattern indicates an
influence of the satellites’ environment on the SC measure-
ments.
Fig. 2 SC error estimates of GRACE-A during 2006/02. Depicted are
the cross-boresight error term εα,P − εα,S (top), the primary SC bore-
sight error εγ,P (middle) and the secondary SC boresight error εγ,S
(bottom). In each plot, the vertical axis represents the satellite’s true
anomaly, where the labels NP, EQ and SP represent the north-pole,
equator and south-pole points along the satellite’s orbit, respectively.
A strong dependency can be seen between SC error estimates and the
satellite’s true anomaly. Units are mrad
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Fig. 3 PSD 12 of the first component of SC error estimates (εα,P −εα,S)
for GRACE-A during 2006/02. Sharp peaks of high magnitude can be
seen in the plot, close to the harmonics of the orbital revolution fre-
quency, marked with a dashed red line. They correspond to the periodic
features observed in the spatial domain. Similar peaks are found for all
axes and both months of data. Red dots highlight the 300 most energetic
spectral components which are used to form a harmonic noise model.
The zero-frequency component (bias, not shown) is always part of the
harmonic model
From Fig. 3, we conclude that SC error estimates reveal
two distinct components. A random component with smooth
spectral signature, and a systematic component with energy
distributed over the harmonics of the satellite orbital fre-
quency. We refer to these distinct SC error components as sto-
chastic component and harmonic component, respectively.
The distinction between these two components is purely
based on their spectral properties; it is not implied that each
of them can be attributed to a single specific error source or
even that they must be caused by distinct error sources.
There are two reasons why it is necessary to separate such
two components of the SC error estimates. Firstly, interac-
tions of the satellite with its surrounding map presumably into
harmonic errors, which means that potentially, one could be
able to reduce such errors. For example, we could optimize
the orbit to achieve a more uniform star distribution in the
case of attitude errors; or one could chose a Sun-synchronous
orbit which would minimize thermal load on the satellites in
the case of (hypothetical) thermal errors. Therefore, the har-
monic error component allows one to quantify the potential
benefit of such improvements and whether they would be
relevant in the context of gravity field modelling. Another
reason to separate these two components is very practical.
ARMA models have proven to be a very efficient tool to
model random errors; they are now routinely used to model
noise of satellite gravity data. However, for random errors
with sharp spectral features, they are less suited unless the
order of the ARMA model is chosen extremely high, which
in turn reduces the numerical efficiency of the ARMA noise
model. Separating the SC error estimates in harmonic and
stochastic components allows the ARMA models to be effi-
ciently used while keeping the overall noise spectrum realis-
tic.
4.1 The harmonic component of SC errors
Because of their spectral characteristics, harmonic SC errors
can be modelled by a relatively small number of sinusoids.
Due to the presence of gaps in the SC measurement time
series, we estimate the amplitude and phase of these sinu-
soids using the least-squares (LS) approach. We use the
Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) as a functional
model. Consider the input signal yi ≡ y(t0 + it), i =
0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and the set of complex Fourier coefficients
Y j , where N represents the total number of Fourier coeffi-


























































which is a linear and invertible system of equations.
The harmonic SC errors appear in the spectral domain
as very sharp peaks with high energy. Only a small subset
Ym,∀m ∈ [m1, m2, . . . , mM ] with a total of M complex
coefficients of the full set of Fourier coefficients Yi ,∀i ∈
[0, . . . , N − 1] is required to model the harmonic SC errors.
The complex coefficients to be used in the model corre-
spond to the M most energetic spectral components. They are
selected from an initial, approximate, spectrum computed by
filling the gaps in the original SC error estimates with zeros.
This approximate spectrum is only used to determine which
spectral components will be estimated.
The choice of how many coefficients should be used is a
trade-off between the number of parameters used to describe
the model and capturing enough energy to describe the har-
monic error component. Selecting too many parameters leads
to a leakage of stochastic errors into the harmonic model. This
is undesirable because a more adequate model can be used
to describe the stochastic SC errors, as will be discussed in
Sect. 4.2.
Due to gaps in the SC data, only the subset yl ,∀l ∈
[l1, l2, . . . , lL ] with a total of L SC error estimates is avail-
able. Keeping only the L lines and M columns of Eq. (11)
results in the following model,
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We assume that all observations are uncorrelated and have
the same unknown standard deviation σy , so that the SC
error estimates variance–covariance matrix is Cy ≡ σ 2y I.
As seen in Fig. 2, gaps cluster in large regions, resulting in
unstable linear system of equations, whose solutions show
strong oscillations in the areas void of data. To mitigate this
behaviour, we apply regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin
1977), in the form of a set of pseudo-observations, which are
defined only over the gapped regions of the SC error esti-











The variance–covariance matrix of the pseudo-observations
is Cg ≡ σ 2g I, where σg is the standard deviation of the noise









where k = σ 2y
σ 2g
is the regularization parameter. If the standard
deviation of noise in the pseudo-observations is assumed to
be large (σg → ∞) then k → 0. In this situation, no reg-
ularization is applied, resulting in potentially unstable LS
solutions. On the other hand, if σg = σy , then k = 1, and,
in this case, the pseudo-observations have the same weight
as the observations. This is equivalent to assigning zero val-
ues to missing data, which, as we argued before, is undesir-
able. Thus, both extremes cases, k = 0 and k = 1, lead to
sub-optimal results. A certain intermediate value of k corre-
sponds to a solution which suitably represents the harmonic
SC errors. This solution is defined as the one which conserves
the total energy of the harmonic component in the SC error
estimates.
The total energy ξ ′ of the observed harmonic component,




‖ Ym ‖2 . (15)
However, the fitted harmonic model contains no gaps. In view
of Parseval’s identity, the total energy of the observed and
fitted harmonic components can only be compared if the
observed harmonic component is up-scaled by the ratio NL
between the total number and the number of valid SC error
estimates. This means that Eq. (15) must be replaced by the





‖ Ym ‖2 (16)
The following procedure is used to fit a harmonic model to
the gapped SC error estimates:
1. Assign zero values to the missing SC error estimates to
compute an approximate PSD. This PSD is used to find
the set of M most energetic frequency components in
the SC error estimates. For one month of data, the PSD
yields around 106 Fourier coefficients. However, only
100–300 most energetic components typically contain
between 50–70 % of the total energy. In our models, we
chose the value of M = 300. This number is empirically
chosen as a threshold beyond which adding more fre-
quency components no longer significantly changes the
total energy of the harmonic component. In Fig. 3, they
are marked with red circles.
2. Compute the target total energy ξ of the harmonic model
from the selected set of coefficients Ym, cf., Eq. (16).
3. An initial value of the regularization parameter is chosen
and the regularized solution is computed.
4. The regularization procedure is iterated with different
parameters ki , until the obtained solution is within a








If the total energy is too high, the solution needs more
regularization (ki > ki−1). Otherwise the regularization
parameter should be reduced (ki < ki−1).
This procedure yields a model for the harmonic error com-
ponent. In the absence of information in gapped regions,
it interpolates the information observed in the regions with
measurements instead of assuming zero data in the gaps. We
do not state that such a model represents the real, unknown
errors in the gapped regions. However, we can state that such
a model is the one which, in the whole domain, most closely
represents the harmonic error observed in the non-gapped
regions.
The results of the outlined algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.
Table 1 shows the statistics of the fitted harmonic models
and of the respective residuals. It can be seen that the har-
monic model, despite comprising only a small set of fre-
quency components, contains ≈65 % of the total SC error
estimates energy.
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Fig. 4 Fitted harmonic model (left), fit residuals (right). SC error esti-
mates along the roll axis (top), pitch (middle) and yaw (bottom). Mod-
els were fitted using 300 complex Fourier coefficients. The residuals
show random error, showing that the fitted harmonic models adequately
describe observed patterns in SC error estimates (Fig. 2). Units are mrad
The fitted harmonic model consists of one set of DFT





m . This model is used to generate a
harmonic error realization for all axes of both SCs. Applying
the IDFT operation to Yεγ,Pm and Y
εγ,S
m yields the time series
of harmonic errors along the boresight axes of the primary
and secondary SCs, respectively.
Regarding the cross-boresight model Yεα,P−εα,Sm , we
assume that the magnitude of the error along each individual
axis Yεα,Pm and Y
εα,S
m is equally divided among both SCs and
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4 Yεα,P−εα,Sm . (18)
These two components are obtained as rotations in the com-
plex plane by ±45◦ of the corresponding cross-boresight
model, scaled to satisfy the observation in Eq. (10). The zero-
frequency component (mean value) is not an imaginary value.
Therefore, assuming that it is also equally divided among




0 = 12 Y
εα,P−εα,S
0
The two remaining cross-boresight axes Yεβ,Pm and Y
εβ,S
m
are not observable, cf., Eq. (10). We assume that the magni-
tude of their DFT coefficients is the same as Yεα,Pm and Y
εα,S
m ,
while their phases are randomized.
4.2 The stochastic component of SC errors
The stochastic component of the SC error estimates is
obtained by subtracting the harmonic model from the origi-
nal SC error estimates. This yields the random measurement
errors shown in the second column of Fig. 4. In this sec-
tion, the power spectrum of the stochastic SC error estimates
is computed. An Autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA)
model is then fitted to the computed power spectrum (Klees
et al. 2003). Using ARMA models to describe the random
errors in SC measurements allows generating arbitrary long
realizations with the same spectral signature.
We assume that all cross-boresight stochastic errors, εα,P ,
εβ,P , εα,S and εβ,S have the same power spectrum and are







2 represents the square root of power spectrum
operator and εα represents the stochastic error along all cross-















































Notice that, similarly to the harmonic component, the pres-
ence of gaps in the SC error estimates requires the power
spectrum to be up-scaled by the ratio NL .
Equation 19 yields the power spectra of stochastic errors
along the primary SC boresight axis (εγ,P ), the secondary
SC boresight axis (εγ,S) and all the cross-boresight axes of
both SCs (εα). The ARMA models fitted to each component
of the stochastic SC error are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 Spectra of fitted ARMA models and PSD 12 of stochastic SC
error estimates of GRACE-A during 2006/02. Red refers to the cross-
boresight component (εα), blue to the secondary SC boresight error
(εγ,S) and green to the primary SC boresight error (εγ,P ). The solid lines
represent the periodogram estimates of the square root power spectral
density of stochastic SC error estimates. These have been smoothed to
reduce noise in the high-frequency part of the spectrum. The dashed
lines represent the ARMA models fitted to each component. They have
orders (100,0), (93,0) and (95,0) for the cross-boresight, primary SC
boresight and secondary SC boresight, respectively
The standard deviation of each SC error component is
shown in Table 1. We see that the accuracy of the cross-
boresight axes is similar for different months and for different
satellites. Moreover, the standard deviation of the harmonic
SC errors is higher than the standard deviation of the sto-
chastic SC errors.
Generating a realization of stochastic SC errors along all
the individual axes of both SCs is a matter of generating
realizations of the fitted ARMA models. The error along the
primary and secondary SC boresight axis is described by
the ARMA models εγ,P and εγ,S , respectively. As for the
cross-boresight axes, we assume their accuracy to be similar.
Therefore, we use different realizations of ARMA model εα
for each cross-boresight axis: εα,P , εα,S , εβ,P , εβ,S .
5 Analysis of attitude error propagation
In this section, we analyse how attitude errors introduce
errors in the APC of KBR measurements. The APC λ is
defined as the projection of the vector pointing from the
CoM to the antenna phase centre onto the line-of-sight (LOS)
direction (Fig. 6),
λ =‖ p ‖ cos(θ), (20)
where p is the relative position of the antenna phase centre
with respect to the satellite’s CoM, and θ is the angle between
p and LOS, i.e. the inter-satellite pointing angle.
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Fig. 6 Illustration of antenna phase centre correction to KBR data.
KBR system measures ρ′, the distance between the antenna phase cen-
tres of the two GRACE satellites. The range ρ between the two CoMs is
obtained by adding the APC of each satellite to the KBR measurement,
ρ = ρ′ + λA + λB . The inter-satellite pointing angles θi represent the
angles between vectors pi and the LOS, where i = A, B for GRACE-A
and GRACE-B, respectively
In the presence of attitude errors, the orientation of the
antenna phase centre vector pI in the IRF is determined
inaccurately and the inter-satellite pointing angle θ is per-
turbed. Let us introduce the noisy quantities θ˜ = θ + εθ and
λ˜ = λ+ελ, where we assume that εθ and ελ are normally dis-
tributed errors, in the pointing angle and APC, respectively.
Linearisation of the APC around the nominal inter-satellite
pointing angle yields
σελ =‖ p ‖ sin(θ) σεθ , (21)
where σελ and σεθ is the standard deviation of the errors in
the APC and inter-satellite pointing angles, respectively.
The inter-satellite pointing angle is actively controlled by
the attitude and orbit control system (AOCS). GRACE AOCS
is designed to keep these angles below θ < 4 mrad (Herman
et al. 2004). In this range, sin(θ) can be approximated by θ .
Furthermore, we assume APC errors of both satellites to be
uncorrelated and identically distributed, so that considering




2 ‖ p ‖ θ σεθ . (22)
Equation (22) shows that the impact of attitude errors
increases proportionally to (1) the distance between the
antenna phase centre and the CoM and (2) the inter-satellite
pointing angle θ .
The distance between the antenna and the CoM is ‖ p ‖≈
1.5 m for both satellites. As will be shown in Sect. 6.1, the
accuracy in the determination of the inter-satellite point-
ing angle is better than σεθ < 170 µrad. Considering a
worst-case scenario, according to Eq. (22), the correspond-
ing standard deviation of the error in inter-satellite ranges
is σελ = 1.4 µm. The KBR accuracy is 10 µm (Kang et al.
2006), which means that the standard deviation of the attitude
errors is about 7 times smaller than the standard deviation of
the noise in the KBR ranging data. On the other hand, the
standard deviation alone does not provide a comprehensive
understanding of propagated attitude errors. One should also
analyse how the error is distributed over the spectrum. There
might exist frequency bands at which the impact of attitude
errors is more substantial than in average.
6 Error propagation
In this section, we analyse to what extent SC errors contribute
to the overall error budget of GRACE time-varying gravity
field models. Section 6.1 describes the propagation of SC
errors into satellite attitude data. The impact of data gaps in
the SC time series is discussed in Sect. 6.2. In Sect. 6.3, the
propagation of attitude errors into inter-satellite accelerations
is discussed. In Sect. 6.4, we discuss the likely impact of
degraded attitude control. Finally, in Sect. 6.5, we show how
SC errors propagate into GRACE gravity field solutions.
6.1 Propagation of SC errors into satellite attitudes
In the presence of multiple SCs, it is necessary to compute
an estimate of the satellite attitude from all available mea-
surements. A description of the official combination method
used by JPL can be found in Romans (2003) and Wu et al.
(2006). In Appendix B, this method, originally developed for
attitude quaternions, is re-written in terms of direction cosine
matrices.
A summary of the official procedure for combining SC
measurements for GRACE is (Wu et al. 2006):
1. Compute the small-angle difference εCψ between both
SC measurements, cf., Eq. (6)
2. The optimal correction to the first SC measurement is








where the information matrix Ci for each SC in the C-
frame is defined as
Ci = Rx (±135◦)C−1i Rx (∓135◦), (24)
and the error variance–covariance matrix Ci for a single








⎦ σ 2, (25)
with σ 2 being the variance of the errors along the SC
cross-boresight axes and κ = 8 is the ratio between the
standard deviation of errors along the boresight and the
cross-boresight axes (Romans 2003). It can be shown that
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κ2 + 1 .
3. Compute the optimal satellite attitude RCI,opt, cf., (40).
The results of applying this SC measurement combination
to synthetic realizations of SC errors for the months 2006/02
and 2006/05 are shown in Table 2. The red line in Fig. 7
shows the corresponding satellite attitude errors during one
day of 2006/02. From Table 2, we conclude that the pitch and
yaw angles of the satellite attitudes are less accurately deter-
mined than the roll angles. Errors in the satellites attitudes
are therefore not isotropic.
6.2 Quantifying the impact of SC data gaps
There is a relatively large amount of gaps in the SC data (see
Table 2). Gaps reduce the quality of attitude determination.
The SC combination procedure described in Sect. 6.1 can
only be applied when both SCs provide data. When one of
the SCs is inactive, the data from the other SC are used to
determine the attitudes. We quantify the impact of SC data
gaps by comparing two error propagation scenarios; in one
scenario both SCs are assumed to be constantly active and
in the other we use real SC time series to flag time instants
where one of the SCs is inactive.
Figure 7 shows the SC error propagation for both scenar-
ios. It can be seen that, during periods in which only one SC is
available, errors in the pitch and yaw angles are amplified by
an order of magnitude. The roll angles are only slightly worse
Fig. 7 Propagated SC errors into GRACE-A attitude during
2006/05/01. Red line depicts hypothetical situation where both SCs
are always active. Blue line takes into account periods in which one of
the SCs is inactive
Table 2 Standard deviation of satellite attitude errors in µrad
µrad GRACE-A GRACE-B
Gaps Nominal Gaps Nominal
2006/02
% Gaps 22 % 21 %
εα 17 16 18 17
εβ 65 29 70 30
εγ 63 28 80 29
2006/05
% Gaps 44 % 48 %
εα 17 15 20 17
εβ 101 27 119 31
εγ 104 26 122 29
Depicted two error propagation simulations; one which assumes both
SCs are always active (nominal) and another where L1A SC data is
used to flag periods when one of the SCs is inactive (gaps). εα , εβ and
εγ represent errors in the roll, pitch and yaw satellite attitude angles,
respectively
during single SC operation. Table 2 shows the overall stan-
dard deviation of satellite attitude errors with and without
data gaps. Obviously, the existence of gaps in the SC data
severely affects the accuracy of the attitude determination.
For instance, during the month of 2006/05, the presence of
data gaps amplifies the error level in the pitch and yaw angles
by a factor of 4.
From Table 2, we can also conclude that the anisotropy
of the errors in the satellite attitudes is accentuated by the
amount of gaps in the SC data. Determination of the roll-
axis direction is the least accurate, due to the worse accuracy
of the pitch and yaw angles. Regarding the month of 2006/05,
we can state that the attitude accuracy of GRACE satellites
is better than
√
2 · 120 = 170 µrad. This value might be
exceeded in other months, possibly with larger amounts of
SC data gaps, not considered in this paper.
6.3 Propagation of attitude errors into inter-satellite
accelerations
ISAs are derived from inter-satellite ranges by means
of numerical double differentiation. For details about the
methodology, we refer to Liu et al. (2010). To quantify the
impact of SC errors in terms of ISA, we compute the differ-
ence between the so-called reference ISA residuals and the
perturbed ISA residuals.
The reference ISA residuals are obtained as the difference
between the observed ISA and the modelled ISA. The mod-
elled ISAs are computed with state-of-the-art force models,
which comprise the static gravity field model DGM-1S (Fara-
hani et al. 2013b), the corresponding mean monthly gravity
field solution DMT-2 [data processing details in Farahani
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(2013)], tidal model EOT11a (Savcenko and Bosch 2012),
the model of non-tidal mass redistribution in the atmosphere
and oceans AOD1B RL05 (Flechtner et al. 2014), L1B RL02
products, and other tidal and relativistic effects. Because the
monthly gravity field solution is included in the background
force model, all known signals are removed from the ref-
erence ISA residuals. Therefore, we consider the remaining
unknown “signal”, i.e. the reference ISA residuals, as an esti-
mate of the total error in GRACE data. Notice that the DMT-2
solutions are filtered (or regularized) to prevent propagation
of data noise. This is the reason why the reference ISA resid-
uals are not zero when the DMT-2 solution is included in the
background force model.
As compared to DMT-1, a number of improvements are
applied in the production of DMT-2. Firstly, an accurate
stochastic description of noise is obtained in the frequency
domain on a monthly basis using ARMA models. Usage of
these models allows for a proper frequency-dependent data
weighting at the inversion stage. Furthermore, it facilitates an
accurate computation of covariance matrices of noise in esti-
mated spherical harmonic coefficients, which are used when
unconstrained monthly solutions are subject to a statistically
optimal Wiener filter (Klees et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2010). Sec-
ondly, data prior to the inversion are subject to an advanced
high-pass filtering, which uses a spatially dependent weight-
ing scheme, so that the low-frequency noise [which is caused
by inaccuracies in satellites orbits, Ditmar et al. (2012)] is
primarily estimated based on data collected over areas with
minor mass variations, e.g. oceans and deserts. On the one
hand, this efficiently suppresses the noise and, on the other
hand, preserves mass transport signals in data. Thirdly, DMT-
2 benefits from the usage of the release 2 of GRACE level-1B
data. Finally, latest background force models are taken into
account when the DMT-2 model is produced.
To compute the perturbed ISA residuals, we generate syn-
thetic SC errors and propagate them into satellite attitude
errors. They are added to the measured satellite attitudes
resulting in a custom SCA1B satellite attitude product. Fur-
thermore, the generated attitudes are used to compute the cor-
responding KBR APC, resulting in a custom KBR1B rang-
ing product. The perturbed ISA residuals are computed by
the same procedure as the reference ISA residuals, but mak-
ing use of the custom SCA1B and KBR1B products. The
differences between the two ISAs reflect the impact of the
synthetic SC errors, and provide an upper bound of the impact
of SC errors in terms of ISA and later on in terms of monthly
gravity field solutions.
Because both ISAs use real GRACE data, they contain real
SC errors, which are present in the L1B data products. In fact,
the perturbed ISA residuals contain SC errors twice; from the
GRACE L1B data products and from the synthetic SC errors
we add to the data. However, taking the difference between
the reference and perturbed ISA residuals will cancel the
Fig. 8 PSD 12 of errors in inter-satellite accelerations during 2006/05.
Depicted are the total error (black), the harmonic SC error (red), the
stochastic SC error (green) and the total SC error (blue). No SC data
gaps are considered
real SC errors common to both, leaving only the impact of
the synthetic SC errors.
Figure 8 shows the PSD
1
2 of ISA errors, without any data
gaps. The contribution of SC errors is flat up to 3 mHz, where
double differentiation starts to amplify the high-frequency
noise. The stochastic error component is dominant in the
frequency range above 10 mHz; the harmonic component is
dominant in the frequency range 3–10 mHz. Overall, in terms
of RMS, the total SC error accounts for 7 % of the total noise.
In Sect. 6.2, we analysed the impact of SC data gaps on the
attitude product. We have seen that SC data gaps cause non-
stationary errors, for which the PSD
1
2 is not a suitable repre-
sentation. Therefore, to present the impact of SC data gaps
in terms of PSD
1
2 , we compare two stationary total SC error
realizations: full data gaps, where one SC is always inactive,
and zero data gaps, where both SCs are always operational.
They represent the upper and lower bounds on the impact
of data gaps in ISA and are shown in the top plot in Fig. 9.
Notice that the zero data gaps’ total SC error realization is
the same as in Fig. 8. In the worst-case scenario, i.e. full data
gaps, the SC error is a factor of 5 larger when compared to
the SC error in the absence of SC data gaps.
6.4 Impact of degraded attitude control
The inaccurate inter-satellite pointing causes errors in the
APC ελ, cf., Eq. (22). These errors are proportional to the
absolute value of the inter-satellite pointing angle θ , which
is controlled by the AOCS. The GRACE AOCS is designed to
keep the inter-satellite pointing angle below 4 mrad (Herman
et al. 2004).
The top plot of Fig. 10 shows the inter-satellite pointing
angle for both satellites during 2006/02. It can be seen that,
most of the time, the satellites are kept pointing to each other
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Fig. 9 PSD 12 of ISA during 2006/05. Top: total error (black), total SC
error in the absence of data gaps, (blue), total SC error with full data
gaps (green). Bottom depicted is total error (black) and total SC error
without SC data gaps (blue) in 2003/04, month with very degraded
attitude control
to within 4 mrad. However, there is a period of a few hours,
where inter-satellite pointing angles of both satellites exceed
this level by up to an order of magnitude. During this period,
errors in the APC are also amplified by an order of magnitude
[cf., Eq. (22)] resulting in a degradation of the inter-satellite
ranging quality.
An assessment of the impact of degraded attitude con-
trol requires an answer to the question of how often peri-
ods of degraded attitude control occur in the GRACE time
series. We define degraded attitude control by the condition
θA+θB
2 > 4 mrad. Then, we compute the fraction of degraded
attitude control measurements for each month in the GRACE
time series. Table 3 summarizes the results.
Obviously, episodes of degraded attitude control happen
frequently. During 2005/12, 5.3 % of the measurements suf-
fer from degraded attitude control. This is expected since,
during this month, a satellite swap manoeuvre took place,
which certainly affected the alignment of the satellites. More
importantly, it can be seen that 2010/06 and months between
Fig. 10 Top: Inter-satellite pointing angle during four days in 2006/02.
GRACE-A is shown in blue and GRACE-B in red. Apart from the
highlighted episode, the AOCS keeps the inter-satellite pointing angle
below 4 mrad. Bottom histogram of inter-satellite pointing angles for
GRACE-A (blue) and GRACE-B (red) during 2006/05 (solid line) and
2003/04 (dashed line). Black dashed line represents the AOCS inter-
satellite pointing angle threshold. Attitude control is noticeably worse
during 2003/04
2003/02 and 2003/05 suffer from particularly bad attitude
control.
To assess the impact of attitude errors on ISA in the worst-
case scenario, we have selected 2003/04, a month with partic-
ularly degraded attitude control performance. This choice is
supported by the bottom plot of Fig. 10, where the histograms
of inter-satellite pointing angles of 2003/04 are compared
with those of 2006/05, a month with nominal performance
of the attitude control.
We perturb the input data with realistic SC errors without




. The results are shown in the bottom plot in
Fig. 9. SC errors in the presence of degraded attitude control
increase by a factor of 5 when compared to a month with
nominal attitude control, e.g. 2006/05.
We hypothesize that the peaks in the PSD
1
2 of the total
error in 2003/04, particularly in the frequency range above
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Table 3 Fraction of measurements with degraded attitude control within each month in the period 2003–2010 in percentages
January (%) February (%) March (%) April (%) May (%) June (%)
2003 1.81 81.19 87.13 96.67 43.05 0.01
2004 0.11 0.35 0.41 1.38 5.32 0.41
2005 0.20 3.16 0.64 0.06 1.16 0.06
2006 1.16 0.86 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.03
2007 0.01 0.68 0.11 1.01 0.06 1.51
2008 0.25 2.19 0.81 0.62 0.62 0.41
2009 1.19 1.57 2.72 1.67 1.28 3.08
2010 1.04 1.47 1.78 1.33 2.01 21.02
July (%) August (%) September (%) October (%) November (%) December (%)
2003 0.44 0.38 1.24 0.37 0.99 1.36
2004 0.48 0.87 1.68 0.36 0.38 1.56
2005 0.02 0.03 0.54 0.27 0.49 5.29
2006 0.06 0.24 0.29 1.08 0.04 0.01
2007 0.10 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.55 0.26
2008 1.26 0.81 2.76 1.05 1.76 1.79
2009 1.19 1.98 1.32 0.89 0.93 2.71
2010 3.13 1.22 1.06 2.80 0.88 0.53
Degraded attitude control condition is defined as sum of inter-satellite pointing angles in excess of 8 mrad
3 mHz, are likely caused by the combination of SC errors
and degraded attitude control. However, it can be seen that
the propagated SC errors for this month are both smaller, and
present a different pattern of peaks. The discrepancy in the
magnitude could be explained by noticing that we simulated
SC errors without taking into account possible gaps in SC
data during this month. In the worst-case scenario, as seen
in the top plot of Fig. 9, SC data gaps might increase ISA
errors by a factor of 5. Regarding the discrepancy in the peak
pattern, notice that the collection of peaks in the frequency
range 3–10 mHz represents the harmonic SC error, which
was modelled on the basis of 2006/05 L1A SC data. This
may explain the overall different shape of the spectra in this
range.
6.5 Propagation into gravity field solutions
In this section, we propagate SC errors into monthly gravity
field solutions in order to get an idea about their magnitude
and the spatial pattern.
GRACE ISA is contaminated with a relatively strong noise
in the range of low frequencies (below 1 mHz or 5 cpr).
Before gravity field inversion and in order to eliminate this
noise, we apply the same high-pass filter used in the pro-
duction of DMT-2 model. We refer to Sect. 6.3 and Farahani
et al. (2013a) for more details about this filter.
The results are presented in terms of equivalent water
height (ewh) degree amplitudes in Fig. 11. It shows the total
Fig. 11 Propagated errors in the form ewh of degree amplitude spec-
trum. Depicted are the total error (black), the SC error with no gaps (red)
and SC error amplified by real gaps in the SC data (green) during
2006/05. Also depicted is SC error with no gaps in 2003/04 (blue),
month with degraded attitude control
error during 2006/05 as well as total SC errors obtained with
and without taking into account the real gaps in the SC data
of this month. In the presence of SC data gaps, SC errors
increase by a factor of 5–6 independently of the spherical
harmonic degree. The plot also shows the total SC errors
with no data gaps during the month of 2003/04, a month
with degraded attitude control. In this case, SC errors are
amplified by a factor of 3 up to spherical harmonic degree
40, and by a factor of 6 above it, as compared to 2006/05.
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Figure 12 shows various error components propagated into
gravity field solutions in the spatial domain. All the solu-
tions were post-processed by applying a Wiener filter (Klees
et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2010) in order to stay more consistent
with procedures for mass transport modelling from GRACE
data. Figure 12a shows the total error in 2006/05 as a filtered
monthly gravity field solution. Figure 12b, c presents the SC
errors in 2006/05 with and without taking into account gaps
in real SC data, respectively. SC data gaps increase noise in
the filtered gravity field solution by a factor of 5. In terms
of RMS, both SC error realizations account for about 18 and
80 % of the total error, respectively.
Figure 12d shows the total error in 2003/04 as filtered
monthly gravity field solution. Figure 12e shows SC errors
with no gaps in 2004/03. Comparing the RMS of the SC
error solution in 2003/04 with the corresponding solution of
2006/05 (middle-left) allows one to conclude that degraded
attitude control amplifies SC errors by a factor of 3. In terms
of RMS, total SC errors in 2003/04 account for 31 % of the
total error.
Fig. 12 Propagation of errors into Wiener filtered monthly gravity field
solutions in mm equivalent water height (ewh). a Total error in 2006/05
(RMS = 6.1 mm ewh). b SC errors in 2006/05 without considering SC
data gaps (RMS = 1.1 mm ewh). c SC errors taking real SC data gaps
into account (RMS = 4.9 mm ewh). d Total error in 2004/03, month with
degraded attitude control (RMS = 9.6 mm ewh). e SC error without SC
data gaps amplified by degraded attitude control (RMS = 3.0 mm ewh).
To enhance the visibility of propagated SC errors, the colorbar of mid-
dle and bottom plots differs from the top plots
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The propagated SC errors in Fig. 12 are particularly high
at places with significant geophysical signal, e.g. Greenland,
Alaskan Glaciers, West Antarctica, etc. However, one should
not wrongly conclude attitude errors themselves are signifi-
cantly stronger at these regions. Larger propagated errors in
these regions are caused by the use of the Wiener filter to reg-
ularize the monthly gravity field solutions. The Wiener filter
is defined based on the covariance matrix of known mass
transport signal over an extended period of time. As a con-
sequence, the filter is more aggressive in regions with small
mass transport signal while it is more permissive in regions
with large mass transport signal. Figure 12 then shows how
attitude errors propagate into Wiener filtered monthly gravity
field models.
In Fig. 12b, c, e, SC errors propagate as horizontal stripes,
a pattern already seen along the boresight axes of the SC
error estimates, cf., Fig. 2. This finding is consistent with the
results presented in Horwath et al. (2011). Similar horizontal
stripes can also be observed in the total error solution of
2003/04. This supports the conclusion that SC errors may
be a significant error source in the gravity field solution of
2003/04.
7 Conclusions
We showed that the accuracy of the SCs cross-boresight axes
is about 23 µrad which is close to the expected maximum
of 24 µrad. In both satellites, the accuracy of the primary
boresight axis is significantly worse compared with the sec-
ondary SC boresight axis. The ratio between the accuracy of
the cross- and boresight axes matches the expected value of
8, if we consider the secondary SC boresight axes. If we con-
sider the primary SC boresight axis, than this ratio is higher,
indicating that errors are stronger along these axes. The SCs
on board GRACE-A and GRACE-B have about the same
accuracy except for the primary SC boresight axes, where
GRACE-A is less accurate.
We observed two distinct types of error in SCs on board
GRACE, i.e. random and harmonic. Harmonic errors are
highly correlated with the satellite’s true anomaly, indicat-
ing that they are caused by the environment of the satellite
and not by the SC instruments themselves. We applied a cus-
tom estimation method to extract both components from a
time series containing large amounts of clustered gaps. Con-
sidering different months, satellites and SCs, we showed that
harmonic errors have a higher standard deviation than sto-
chastic errors. In terms of PSD
1
2 of ISA, the stochastic error
has a flat spectrum up to 10 mHz. The harmonic error is
dominant in the frequency range 3–10 mHz.
SC errors alone account for about 18 % of the total error in
terms of filtered gravity field solutions. We showed that these
errors are amplified in the presence of gaps in the SC data
and during periods of degraded attitude control. Under these
conditions, SC errors may become significant contributors to
the error budget of GRACE.
We showed that pitch and yaw errors are amplified by gaps
in the SC data, which increase the anisotropy in the accuracy
of the satellite attitudes. In terms of RMS of filtered gravity
field solutions, we showed that gaps in real SC data amplify
SC errors by a factor of 5. This factor might even be larger
for months with bigger amount of gaps in the SC data.
For the period 2003–2010, we identified several months
with degraded performance of the attitude control system:
2010/06, 2005/12 and 2003/02 till 2003/05. A particularly
bad month is 2003/04 when propagated attitude errors are
amplified by a factor of 3 in terms of RMS of filtered gravity
field solution. In this monthly solution, SC errors account for
31 % of total error without considering any gaps in the SC
data. The similarity between the spatial patterns of the two
solutions suggests that this number is, in reality, even higher.
This shows that a degraded performance of the attitude con-
trol system might have a significant impact on the quality of
monthly GRACE solutions.
8 Discussion: attitude determination errors and future
satellite gravimetry missions
Throughout this paper, we assumed that SC errors are
observed in the difference between the SC measurements,
which only contain the differential SC error. Errors common
to both SCs are not observed. In fact, in this sense, we do not
model the complete SC error, but only the differential part.
However, it should be noticed that common SC errors are
likely of less concern. There could be two types of common
SC errors: time-invariant (static) common errors and time-
variable (dynamic) common errors. Static common errors
are eliminated by calibration of the attitude system with on-
ground and in-flight manoeuvres, such that they are of no con-
cern. Regarding dynamic common errors, one should keep
in mind that each SC is an independent instrument making
independent measurements; there is no obvious reason as to
why their measurements should have a significant common
error.
To compute the SC error estimates, we make use of the
QSA1B product specifying the relative attitude between each
SC and the SRF. Despite of being accurately measured on-
ground and calibrated with in-flight manoeuvres, the QSA1B
product is not error free. However, errors in the QSA1B are
not fundamentally different from SC errors, and they are
implicitly considered in the SC error estimates.
In this publication, we follow the methodology devel-
oped by Liu et al. (2010) to compute monthly gravity field
solutions from GRACE ISA. Other methodologies exist,
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which instead make use of range and/or range-rate data.
We believe, however, that our results are relevant indepen-
dently of the chosen methodology. In one way or another,
all methodologies use some form of KBR data, all conta-
minated by errors in the geometric correction. The conver-
sion of ranges into range-rates or range-accelerations can
be represented in the frequency domain as a multiplica-
tion with iω and −ω2, respectively. Therefore, the signal-
to-noise ratio at a given frequency would be the same for
any type of observable. Furthermore, we employ a statis-
tically optimal inversion scheme, which takes the depen-
dence of noise on frequency into account. Consistent results
must be achieved for alternative methodologies, as long
as they employ statistically optimal inversion schemes, no
matter whether ranges, range-rates, or range-accelerations
are used as input (Ditmar and van Eck van der Sluijs
2004).
Reducing errors in the attitude product of GRACE and
future satellite gravimetry missions could be achieved by
including information provided by the accelerometers on
board the satellites. The accelerometers are able to mea-
sure the rotation of the proof mass. These measurements can
be combined with SC data, potentially leading to improve-
ments in attitude data in the high-frequency part of the
spectrum. A similar approach has already been applied
in the GOCE mission for the fusion of attitude data col-
lected by the star camera and the gradiometer instruments
(Stummer et al. 2011; Frommknecht et al. 2011; Stummer
et al. 2012). It should be investigated, however, whether
information collected by the accelerometers is accurate
enough to substantially reduce noise in the attitude prod-
ucts.
Errors in the roll angle are not critical for the purposes
of gravity field modelling. The opposite is true for errors
in the pitch and yaw angles, which have a large impact
on the antenna phase centre correction. We have shown
that the accuracy in the determination of the pitch and yaw
angles is worse than that of the roll angle. Furthermore,
pitch and yaw errors are amplified by gaps in the SC data,
while the errors in roll are only slightly worse. This leaves
space for an optimization of SC arrays in future low–low
satellite-to-satellite tracking (ll-sst) gravity missions, so that
the maximum accuracy for pitch and yaw angles is main-
tained even in the periods when only one SC is operational.
An example of how this setup could look like is shown in
Fig. 13. Because the roll angle determination is not criti-
cal, both (less accurate) boresight axes are oriented in the
x-axis direction ensuring the full accuracy of both SC’s for
the determination of the much more critical pitch and yaw
angles.
The cause of the harmonic error component in the SC
measurements is not known to us. Further progress in SC
design and data processing may reduce this error, which will
Fig. 13 Possible SC configuration based on the single fact that roll
angle determination is not critical for gravity field recovery. Blue repre-
sents x-, green represents y- and red represents z-axis, the least accurate
boresight axis
also improve the accuracy of the satellite attitude determina-
tion. Reducing the harmonic error may improve the signal-
to-noise ratio in the range of 3–10 mHz, where most of infor-
mation about time-variable gravity signal is located. In this
frequency range, no other sources of errors have yet been
identified. Understanding and mitigating all sources of error
in this range is of interest both for GRACE and future satellite
gravity missions.
In our analysis, we focused on the propagation of SC
errors through the geometric correction of the KBR data.
In the context of GRACE, this is likely the most critical way
in which these errors propagate into estimates of the time-
varying gravity field. In the context of future gravity missions,
it is expected that they will make use of laser interferometers
to measure inter-satellite ranges. The proposed architecture
for the laser interferometer of GRACE-FO places the virtual
measurement point at the position of the accelerometer proof
mass (Sheard et al. 2012). Such an architecture is insensitive
to SC errors as it does not require a geometric correction at all.
However, in view of a higher overall accuracy of GRACE-
FO, additional studies may be required to understand the
propagation of attitude errors through the GNSS data and
through the orientation of the non-gravitational accelerations.
Then, a proper understanding of SC errors and how they prop-
agate into the attitude are necessary.
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Appendix A: Rotations
Relative orientations between two arbitrary reference frames
can be defined as a set of three consecutive rotations. Con-
sider the roll angle α, the pitch angle β and the yaw angle γ ,
denoting rotations around the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively.
This set of angles is also known as Cardan angles. We fol-
low the zyx convention, stating the order and the axis along
which each of the intrinsic rotations is applied and we define
rotations to be active transformations. Let Rba , be the matrix
which rotates vectors from frame a into frame b, written as
(Jekeli 2001),




cos γ − sin γ 0






cos β 0 sin β
0 1 0






0 cos α − sin α






cos γ cos β cos γ sin β sin α − sin γ cos α cos γ sin β cos α + sin γ sin α
sin γ cos β sin γ sin β sin α + cos γ cos α sin γ sin β cos α − cos γ sin α
− sin β cos β sin α cos β cos α
⎤
⎦ . (27)
This type of matrix is known as direction cosine matrix
(DCM). The DCM can also be represented as a vectorial
function R(ψ), where ψ ≡ [α β γ ]T is an axial vector con-
sisting of the ordered triple of Cardan angles representing the
rotation between two arbitrary frames. Axial vectors are not
true vectors because they do not fulfil all the properties of
vectors. It can be shown however (Jekeli (2001), [chap. 1])
that for small rotation angles, axial vectors do behave like true
vectors and under this assumption it becomes possible to add,
subtract and rotate small rotation angles between different
reference frames. Assuming that ψ represents a small-angle


















The DCM, cf., Eqs. (27) and (28), are orthogonal matrices,












Multiplication of a given vector va defined in frame a with
matrix Rba transforms it to frame b,
vb = Rbava, (30)
and for a given tensor Aa defined in frame a, the following
operation also transforms it to frame b,
Ab = RbaAaRab . (31)
Consecutive rotations are achieved by successive multiplica-
tion of rotations matrices, as seen in Eq. (27),
Rca = RcbRba . (32)
Appendix B: Optimal SC combination
In this Appendix, we formulate the combination of multi-
ple SC measurements, on board a single satellite. The result
of this method is the set of Cardan angles which minimizes
the square differences w.r.t. all SC measurements. Further-
more, this combination also takes into account the inherent
anisotropy of the SC instruments. This combination is origi-
nally presented in Romans (2003) in terms of attitude quater-
nions.
In the presence of multiple SCs, one wishes to combine
all measurements in an optimal manner. Let εψ,opt be the
set of small-angle rotations which minimizes the differences
w.r.t. the errors in all SCs. It is obtained by minimizing the



















]T is the vector representing the
errors in the roll (εα,i ), pitch (εβ,i ) and yaw (εγ,i ) angles in
the rotation measured by the i-th star camera and i is the
inverse of the covariance matrix or information matrix,
i = C−1i (34)
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Equation (5) shows that, for small measurement errors, the
differential rotation between any pair of SCs is linearly
dependent on the error of each SC. This allows us to write
an expression for the errors in each SC w.r.t. a single one,
εCψ, j = εCψ,1 − εCψ,1 j . (35)
Let Ci ≡ RCSi i R
Si
C be the information matrix rotated to













With N SC measurements, minimization of J would require
the knowledge of the errors εψ,i in each SC measurement.
This knowledge is not available, so we must tackle the prob-
lem differently using the differences between pairs of SC
measurements. Let us choose the first star camera, i = 1,
and making use of Eq. (35), one can relate all SC errors to














Let εopt ≡ εCψ,opt −εCψ,1, be defined as the optimal correction




































i . It can be shown that the solution
does not depend on the choice of the camera w.r.t. which all
errors are defined in Eq. (37).
The optimal combination of multiple SC measurements is
then obtained by applying the optimal correction εopt to the
measurement of the first one,
RCI,opt = R(εopt) R˜CI,1. (40)
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